Just Tap Your Phone on Each Wall and This App Will Draw a Floor Plan
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SUMMARY
Drawing floor plans can be chore. RoomScan, a new app from European startup
Locometric, makes it as easy as touching your phone against each wall. Years in the
making, the app was officially launched in February 2014.

If you've ever been in a situation where you needed to draw up a floor plan or recreate
a room's dimensions, then you'll appreciate what RoomScan can do for you. This
deceptively simple iOS app can do all that for you and all you need to do is tap on the
walls.
This seemingly magical ability is thanks to years of research and advanced
mathematics. As you move from wall to wall, it performs millions of calculations per
second to turn data from the phone’s sensors into a floor plan.
RoomScan not only takes care of drawing the floor plan for you, but also takes
measurements accurate to 10cm or six inches. For super-accurate instant floor plans
without having to do any drawing, the app can also accept measurements from a laser
measure.
RoomScan is free on the App Store with a paid version, RoomScan Pro available for
$4.99 / €4.49 / £2.99. RoomScan Pro adds doors and connects rooms together
completely automatically to form a plan of a whole floor.
"It's incredibly simple, but seems to work really well." – The Huffington Post
“You can trade your tape measure for this slick app called RoomScan.” – Gizmodo
###
ABOUT LOCOMETRIC LTD
Locometric was founded in 2012 by Max Christian solely to develop the RoomScan app
launched in February 2014. The company is based in Manchester, England. Max
Christian’s previous startup, Metropix, is the leading provider of floor plans to estate
agents in the UK & Ireland.
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